Filmography

Documentary and Feature Films on and from Southeast Asia

The present filmography is organized by country. The final section contains films on Southeast Asia in general. All films listed here are owned by Ohio University (current as of June 2014) and can be checked out at the 4th floor circulation desk.
Brunei


Cambodia


K’sai Chivit: Threads of Life. Directed by David Feingold. Watertown, MA.: Documentary
Educational Resources, 2007. DOCUMENTARY.

N

O

R

S
Sleepwalking through the Mekong; Dengue Fever (Musical Group). Los Angeles, CA.: M80/Film 101 Productions, 2009. DOCUMENTARY.

W


Indonesia

A


Arak Arakan: the procession. 1992. DOCUMENTARY.


B


*Bali: mask of Rangda*. Directed by Harvey F. Bellin, Elda Hartley, Peter Henry and Hartley Film Foundation. Cos Cob, Conn.: Hartley Film Foundation, 1980; 1987. DOCUMENTARY.


*Begadang*. Directed by Zaenal Abidin, Firmansjah Maman, Rhoma Irama, Yatie Octavia, Chitra Dewi and Suma Video. Indonesia: Suma Video, 1982. FEATURE FILM.


Beth. Directed by Aria Kusumadewa, Ine Febriyanti, Bucek Deep and Aria Kusumadewa Film. Jakarta: Distributed exclusively for PT Navirindo Duta Audio Visual, 2002. FEATURE FILM.


C


Asian Development Bank, Information Office, 1999. DOCUMENTARY.


_Cry of the Forgotten Land._ Endangered People’s Project Oakland: Endangered People’s Project, 1992. DOCUMENTARY.


Discovery Indonesia [electronic source]. Directed by Terry Ohlsson. Falls Church, VA: Landmark Media, 1994. DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL.


Doea Tanda Mata. Directed by Teguh Karya, Rudi Prakoso, Jenny Rachman, Alex Komang and Herman Chetini. Jakarta: Citra Jaya Films, 1984. FEATURE FILM.


G


**H**


*The Hasans: a Buginese trading family.* 1975. DOCUMENTARY.

*Helping the People to Help Themselves.* Directed by David Haythornthwaite, Rob McAuley, John Gaden and Film Australia. Chicago, Ill.: PMI/Films Incorporated, 1990. DOCUMENTARY.

*The Heroes and the Land: A Film.* Directed by Amelia Hapsari and Ohio University. 2001. DOCUMENTARY.

*History of Indonesia since 1941.* 2012. TELEVISION TALK SHOWS.


*How various TV Stations in Indonesia Responded to the Fatal Shooting of Students and the may Riot, 1998.* Directed by PT Surya Citra Televisi, Rajawali Citra Televisi Indonesia, Cipta Televisi Pendidikan Indonesia, Televisi Republik Indonesia and Indosiar Visual Mandiri. 1998. DOCUMENTARY.

*Hujan Besakih.* ———. Cheltenham, Victoria, Australia: Bahasa Video Education, 1996. DOCUMENTARY.

**I**


*I Love You - Hope for the Year 2000.* Directed by Kathrin Oester, Heinz Peter Znoj and
Artefakt. Berne: Kathrin Oester, 1999. DOCUMENTARY.

*Indonesia Calling.* Directed by Peter Finch, Joris Ivens, Catherine Duncan, Waterfront Union of Australia and Nederlands Filmmuseum. Amsterdam: Filmmuseum, 2002; 1946. DOCUMENTARY.


*Indonesia: one struggle, one change.* 1997. DOCUMENTARY.


*Indonesia.* Directed by Robert H. Whealey, Richard McGinn and Inc Athens Community Television. 2007. DOCUMENTARY.


*Jakarta Project.* Directed by Indra Yudhistira Ramadhan, Ronny P. Tjandra, Claudia


Journey to a New Life. ———. Chicago, Ill.: PMI/Films Incorporated, 1990. DOCUMENTARY.

Kadarwati. Directed by Sophan Sophiaan, Joice Erna, Frans Tumbuan, PT. Gramedia Film and Between Three Worlds Video. Victoria, Australia: Between Three Worlds Video, 1999; 1983. FEATURE FILM.


Kekasihku Ibuku: My Mother is My Lover. Directed by Turino Djunaidy, Rima Melati and Rachmat Kartolo. Jakarta: distributed by Pan Video, 1981. FEATURE FILM.


*Kunjungan Bung Karno Ke Jawa Timur Dan Jawa Tengah.* Directed by Soekarno. S.l.: 19uu; 19uu. DOCUMENTARY.


*Legong : dance of the virgins, a story of the South Seas.* Directed by Henry de La Falaise, Gaston Glass, Bennett Pictures Corporation, Video Images and Video
Yesteryear. Sandy Hook, CT: Video Yesteryear, 1983; 1930. FEATURE FILM.


Let’s Expore South Sulawesi. ———. Jakarta: Visual System Multimedia, 2006. DOCUMENTARY.


Living Planet. 1987. DOCUMENTARY.

Lukas’ Moment: Joki kecil. ———. Jakarta: In-Docs, 2008. DOCUMENTARY.

M


Mencari Bali: A Series of documentary film/ Kickstart!. Jakarta, Indonesia.:In-Docs, 2006. DOCUMENTARY.

Menenun Demokrasi, Memberantas Korupsi. Directed by Adeline M. T and Minima


Minangkabau Traditional Arts. Directed by Emiwarti. Bukittinggi, Indonesia: Minang Record, 1999. DOCUMENTARY.


Musik Dan Tari West Sumatera. Anonymous Padang: Sentral Musik Record, 1999. MUSICO VIDEO.


N


Teknologi Komunikasi, Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan, 2002. DOCUMENTARY.


O


Opera Kecoa. Directed by N. Riantiarno, Salim Bungsu and Didi Petet. Jakarta: Teater Koma, 199u. FEATURE FILM.


P


**Pasir Berbisik.** Directed by Nan Achnas, Shanty Harmaya, Dian Sastrowardoyo, Christine Hakim and Slamet Rahardjo. Jakarta: Diedarkan oleh Tower Movie Entertainment, 2002. FEATURE FILM.


**Pengemis Dan Tukang Becak.** Directed by Hakim Mansun, Wim Umboh, Christine Hakim, et al. Indonesia: Suma Video, 1980. FEATURE FILM.

**Penyesalan Seumur Hidup.** Directed by Dewi Yull, Cok Simbara, Joice Erna, Abdullah Harahap and Frank Rorimpandey. Jakarta: Trio Video Tara, 1989. FEATURE FILM.


**Perawan Di Sektor Selatan [Videorecording].** Directed by Muhammad Chatak. Jakarta: Studio Film Penas, 2001; 1971. FEATURE FILM.


**Peringatan 600th pendaratan laksamana Cheng Ho.** Directed by Duta Indah Professional. Semarang: Duta Indah Professional, Video Production Division, 2005. DOCUMENTARY.


Pospenas 1. Directed by Yayasan Pesantren Indonesia and Ma’had al Zaytun. Indramayu, Jawa Barat, Indonesia: Ma’had al-Zaytun, 2001. DOCUMENTARY.


FEATURE FILM.


*Puteri Giok.* Directed by Maman Firmansyah, Dian Arista, Hermansjam and Deddy Ars. Jakarta: Distributed by Pan Video, 1983. FEATURE FILM.


R


*Ramadan.* Directed by Ra’up McGee, Erin Harvey, Bella Kusumah and Films for the Humanities. Next Week Filmworks / IA Entertainment, 1999. DOCUMENTARY.


DOCUMENTARY.


S

Sacred Trances of Java and Bali. Directed by Hartley Film Foundation. Cos Cob, Conn.: Hartley Film Foundation, 1980; 1988. DOCUMENTARY.


Sama Gilanya. Directed by Benyamin S, Umar Syar, Berti Ibrahim, Euis Darlia, P. T.
Nugraha Mas Film and Pan Video. Indonesia: Pan Video, 1983. FEATURE FILM.


Sekolah Saya. ———. Cheltenham, Victoria, Australia: Bahasa Video Education, 1996. DOCUMENTARY.


Shattered Dreams. ———. Bangkok: Flintmann Animation, 2006. DOCUMENTARY.


Sopir Taxi. Directed by Bambang Irawan, Bambang Hermanto and Agora Film. Jakarta: distributed by Pan Video, 1982. FEATURE FILM.


Tari Jawa Gaya Surakarta, Jawa Tengah. Anonymous Berkeley, Ca.: University of
California, Extension Media Center, 1990. MUSIC VIDEO.

_Tari Jawa Gaya Yogyakarta._ Anonymous Berkeley, Ca.: University of California, Extension Media Center, 1990. MUSIC VIDEO.


_Tari-Tarian Di Bali._ Anonymous Berkeley, Ca.: University of California, Extension Media Center, 1990. MUSIC VIDEO.

_Tari-Tarian Di Surakarta, Jawa Tengah._ Anonymous Berkeley, Ca.: University of California, Extension Media Center, 1990; 1975. MUSIC VIDEO.

_Tarian Dari Sumatera Barat._ Anonymous Berkeley, Ca.: University of California, Extension Media Center, 1990. MUSIC VIDEO.


_Tobelo Marriage._ Directed by Nijland, Dirk. Berkeley, Calif.: University of California, Extension Media Center, 1982. DOCUMENTARY.


U


V


Volcano. 1989. DOCUMENTARY.


VCD Lagu-Lagu "Dayak Kerabat". Directed by Albertus Pinus, Piolinus and Albertus. Pontianak: Muras Production’s, 2006. MUSIC VIDEO.

Vote for Your Life. ———. Jakarta: Minima Production, 2004. DOCUMENTARY

W

Wajah Seorang Laki-Laki [Ballad of a young man] Directed by Teguh Karya, Slamet Rahardjo, Rima Melati, et al. Victoria, Australia: Between Three Worlds Video,
1999; 1971. FEATURE FILM.


*Wet Earth, Warm People.* 1971. DOCUMENTARY.

*The Whale Hunters of Lamalera.* Directed by Granada Television International and Pennsylvania State University. University Park, Pa.: Distributed by Penn State Media Sales, n.d.. DOCUMENTARY.

**Y**


**Malaysia**

**A**


B


Bajau Marriage Customs. ———. Kuala Lumpur: Dept. of Museums and Antiquities, Ministry of Culture, Arts & Tourism, 2002. DOCUMENTARY.


**D**


**Dr. Azahari Wah in Flamboyan, 091105.** Anonymous Batu, Malang: S.N., 2005. DOCUMENTARY.


**Duri Dalam Hati.** Directed by Fauziah Ahmad Daud, Azmil Mustafa and Amir Communications. Penang: Amir Communications, 1980; 1987. FEATURE FILM.

**E**


**The Elephant Keepers.** ---------. Kuala Lumpur: produced by TV3 Malaysia, 2000. DOCUMENTARY.


Hadrah. ———. Kuala Lumpur: Dept. of Museums and Antiquities, Ministry of Culture, Arts & Tourism, 2002. DOCUMENTARY.


Hamdolok. ———. Kuala Lumpur: Dept. of Museums and Antiquities, Ministry of Culture, Arts &Tourism, 2002. DOCUMENTARY.


The Historical Sites of the Old Johor Kingdom. ———. Kuala Lumpur: Dept. of Museums and Antiquities, Ministry of Culture, Arts & Tourism, 2002. DOCUMENTARY.


Jikey Malaysia. ———. Kuala Lumpur: Dept. of Museums and Antiquities, Ministry of
Culture, Arts & Tourism, 2002. DOCUMENTARY.


Menora. ———. Kuala Lumpur: Dept. of Museums and Antiquities, 2002. DOCUMENTARY.


Malaysia dengan kerjasama FINAS, 2003. FEATURE FILM.

Malaysia: Nine Emperors Festival. Dept. of Museums and Antiquities, Ministry of Culture, Arts & Heritage, Malaysia, 2006. DOCUMENTARY.

Malaysia: Sabah Bisaya Malay Community. Dept. of Museums and Antiquities, Ministry of Culture, Arts & Heritage, Malaysia, 2006. DOCUMENTARY.


Memahami Malaysia Sebagai Sebuah Negara Islam. Directed by Mahathir bin Mohamad


**N**


**O**


**P**


2004. FEATURE FILM.


Q


R


S

Saba Dance. ———. Kuala Lumpur: Dept. of Museums and Antiquities, Ministry of Culture, Arts & Tourism, 2002. DOCUMENTARY.


Distributor by Music Valley Sdn. Bhd., 2003. FEATURE FILM.


Sepet. Directed by Yasmin Ahmad, Elyn Shukri, Sharifah Amani, Choo Seong Ng, MHZ Film and Golden Satellite. Malaysia: MHZ Film, 2005. FEATURE FILM.


Sidang parlimen: menjawab isu perbahasan titah Yang Dipertuan Agong. [S.l.: s.n., 2003?]. DOCUMENTARY.

Singapore, Malaysia 1963. DOCUMENTARY.


The Snake Hunters. ———. Kuala Lumpur: produced by TV3 Malaysia, 2000. DOCUMENTARY.

Sparrow with Sparrow, Raven with Raven 1976. DOCUMENTARY.


TTaining the Bizarre. ———. Kuala Lumpur: produced by TV3 Malaysia, 2000. DOCUMENTARY.


Tarian Tradisional Malaysia. ———. Kuala Lumpur: Kementerian Kebudayaan, Kesenian dan Warisan, Malaysia, 2006. DOCUMENTARY.


Thaipusam. ———. Malaysia: Jabatan Muzium dan Antikuiti, 2007. DOCUMENTARY.


U

Umno. ———. Malaysia, 2003. DOCUMENTARY.


V

W
Wayang Gedek. ———. Kuala Lumpur: Dept. of Museums and Antiquities, 2002. DOCUMENTARY.


Y
Myanmar

A


B


C

D


*Don’t Fence Me In.* Directed by Ruth Gumnit. Watertown, MA.: Documentary Educational Resources. 2004. DOCUMENTARY.

F

I

J
L
*The Legend of Lady Hill.* Directed by Pan Dandayi. 2005. FEATURE FILMS.


N

O

S

Philippines

A
*Anak, the Movie.* Directed by Vilma Santos, Claudine Barretto, Rory Quintos, Star Cinema Productions and Inc Star Recording. Quezon City, Philippines: Distributed by Star Recording, Inc., 2003. FEATURE FILM.

B

*Banal.* Directed by Cesar Apolinario. The Phillipines: Regal Capital, 2008. FEATURE FILM.


*Bataan.* Directed by Tay Garnett, Robert Hardy Andrews, Robert Taylor and Metro-


Beyond the Walls of the Prison. Directed by Asia Visions Media Foundation. Asia Visions Media Foundation, 1980; 1986. DOCUMENTARY.


Fight for Us 1990. FEATURE FILM.

Fires on the Plain 1959. DOCUMENTARY.

First in the Philippines. Directed by Robert Koglin, Salmon Studios/Film & Video and Portland State University. Portland, OR: Salmon Studios/Film & Video, 1984. DOCUMENTARY.

**H**


*Hansel and Gretel, Rapunzel, and Other Animated Tales.* Directed by Encyclopaedia Britannica. Chicago, IL: Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2003. DOCUMENTARY.

*Hanunoo 1957.* DOCUMENTARY.

*Hanunóo.* Photography and field recordings of sound by Harold C. Conklin. 2006. DOCUMENTARY.

**I**


*ICU Bed #7.* Directed by Rica Arevalo. Philippines: VideoFlick Productions, 2005. FEATURE FILMS.


*Investigating Corruption.* Directed by Philippine Center for Investigative Journalism. Quezon City, Metro Manila, Philippines: Philippine Center for Investigative Journalism, 2004. DOCUMENTARY.

**J**


*Journeys into Islamic Southeast Asia.* [v. 3]. Directed by Ahmad Fadzil A. Manap, Wan

K

L


The Lure of Empire: America debates imperialism. 1973. DOCUMENTARY.

M
Machete Maidens Unleashed!. Fury Productions, Bionic Boy Productions in association with Australian Broadcasting Corporation, Melbourne International Film Festival Fund, Film Victoria and Screen Queensland. Neutral Bay, N.S.W.: Screen Australia, 2011. DOCUMENTARY.


N

O


P
Project Impact: Overview. 1989. DOCUMENTARY.

Philippines, 1992. DOCUMENTARY.


R


S


T


This Bloody, Blundering Business; Or, the Price of Empire. Directed by Peter Davis and Cinema Guild. New York: Cinema Guild, 1990; 1975. DOCUMENTARY.

U
The United States and the Philippines. Directed by Stanley Karnow, Stanley Karnow,


Singapore


Bugis Street. Directed by Thi Hiep Le, Micheal Lam, David Knight and Jaytex Productions. Hong Kong: Far Sun Film Co., 2002; 1995. DOCUMENTARY.


E

Eating Air. Directed by Kelvin Weng Kian Tong, Jasmine Kin Kia Ng, Benjamin Heng, Alvinah Toh, Boku Films and Innoform Media Pte Ltd. Singapore: InnoForm Media, 1999. FEATURE FILM.


F

15. Directed by Royston Tan, Shaun Tan, Melvin Chen, Vynn Soh, Yellow Box Studios and Picture This! Home Video. Los Angeles, CA: Picture This! Home Video, 2005. FEATURE FILM.


G


H


K


L


M


Mee Pok Man. Directed by Eric Khoo, Jacqueline Khoo, Joe Ng, Michelle Goh, Zhao Wei

**N**


*National Day Parade 85. ———. Singapore: Singapore Broadcasting Corporation, 1985. DOCUMENTARY.*


**P**


**R**


Royston’s Shorts. Directed by Royston Tan and Asian Film Archive. Singapore: Asian Film Archive, 2006. FEATURE FILM.


Singapore Celebrates.———. Singapore: Singapore Broadcasting Corporation, 1989. DOCUMENTARY.


The Sun Also Rises. Directed by Jiang Wen. Singapore: Emperor Motion Picture (International) LTD, Beijing Taihe Film Investment Co., LTD, Beijing Buyilehu LTD. 2007. FEATURE FILM.

Truth Be Told. Directed by Teo Eng Tiong. Singapore: Pilgrim Pictures. 2007. FEATURE
FILM.

Y

*Yi Pao Er Hong.* Directed by Michelle Chong. Singapore: Distributed by Scorpio East Entertainment, 2011. FEATURE FILM.

Thailand

A


*Ai yü cheng [A war named desire].* Directed by Francis Ng, Daniel Chan, Chieh Wang, et al. 2000. FEATURE FILM.

*America's Tsunami.* Directed by Jamie L. Smith, Ed Wardle, Darlow Smithson Productions and Discovery Channel. Silver Spring, MD: Discovery Channel, 2005. DOCUMENTARY.

*Anna and the King.* Directed by Andy Tennant, Jodie Foster, Yun-fat Chow, Bai Ling and Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, Inc. Beverly Hills, Calif.: 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment distributor, 2000. FEATURE FILM.


B

*Bang Rajan.* Directed by Oliver Stone and Inc Film Bangkok. Beverly Hills, Calif.: Hart Sharp Video, 2005. FEATURE FILM.


*Bangkok and Beyond.* Directed by Bob Swerer and Chip Taylor Communications. Derry, NH: Chip Taylor Communications, 1997. DOCUMENTARY.


*Bangkok Haunted.* Directed by Pisuth Praesaengaim, Oxide Pang and Panik House


Boonkhun. Directed by Virada Chatikul. San Francisco, CA 2010. DOCUMENTARY.


Butterflies and Flowers. Directed by Euthana Mukdasnit and Between Three Worlds Video. Victoria, Australia: Between Three Worlds Video, Monash University, n.d. FEATURE FILM.


Children of Bangkok 1973. DOCUMENTARY


\textbf{Enchanting Thailand : Tourism Authority of Thailand}. Directed by Khana Kammakān Phōēiphrē lae Songsōēm Ngān Phatthanā (Bangkok, Thailand), 1986. DOCUMENTARY.


\textit{Farang Ba [Crazy white foreigner]} Directed by John Sullivan and Naked Emperor Productions. Naked Emperor Productions, 2002. DOCUMENTARY.

\textit{Fewa Pocara}. 2008. FEATURE FILM.

**G**

*Ghost Delivery.* Directed by Tiwa Moeithaisong, Ananda Everingham, Carla Porter, Joey Bazoo and Kam & Ronson Enterprise Co. Hong Kong: Kam & Ronson Enterprise, 2006. FEATURE FILM.

*The Good Woman of Bangkok.* Directed by Yaowalak Chonchanakun, Dennis O'Rourke, O'Rourke & Associates, Australian Film Commission and Channel Four. Santa Monica, Calif.: Direct Cinema Limited, 1995; 1991. DOCUMENTARY.

**H**


**I**


**J**

*Jan Dara.* Directed by Nonzee Nimibutr, Duangkamol Limcharoen, Jojo Yuet Chun Hui,


**K**

**Khao chūr Kān.** Directed by Phrōmmit Phāpphayon, Sōraphong Chātrī, Naiyanā Chīwānan, Phinyō Thōngchūa, Bangkok 2001. FEATURE FILM.


**L**


**The legend of speed.** Directed by Yong sheng yu le zhi zuo you xian gong si and Tai Seng Video Marketing Inc. 1999. FEATURE FILM.


**Loong Boonmee raleuk chat.** Directed by Apichatpong Weerasethakul. Illuminations Films presents ; a Kick the Machine Films & Illuminations Films Past Lives production ; in co-production with Anna Sanders Films ; Match Factory ... [et al.], 2011.

**M**


**Made in Thailand.** Directed by Eve-Laure Moros, Linzy Emery and Women Make Movies.
New York, N.Y.: Women Make Movies, 1999. DOCUMENTARY.

The Masked Dance 1977. DOCUMENTARY.


Men are Human, Women are Buffalo. Directed by Joanne Hershfield and New Day Films. Harriman, N.Y.: Distributed by New Day Films, 2007. DOCUMENTARY.

Miao Year 1970. DOCUMENTARY.


Muen and Rid. Directed by Cherd Songsri and Between Three Worlds Video. Victoria, Australia: Between Three Worlds Video, Monash University, 200u. FEATURE FILM.


N


DOCUMENTARY.


DOCUMENTARY.


Porp Weed Sayong. Directed by Haeman Chatemee, Sahamongkol Film and Mangpong Co. Bangkok: Mangpong, 2002. FEATURE FILM.


Ràng talok 69. Directed by Pen'ěk Rattanar-unsqueeze
trang, Lalita Panyopas, Five Stars Production and Edko Films. Hong Kong: Distributed by Edko Video, 2000. FEATURE FILM.

University of California Extension Center for Media and Independent Learning, 1995. DOCUMENTARY.


Teddy bear. Directed by Mads Matthesen. NY: Film Movement; Prince Frederick, MD, 2012. FEATURE FILMS.


Thā thēe yang mē rak. Directed by Sûraphong Châtri, Naowarat Yuktanaan, Panyâ Nirankun, Tukkatā Chhindānut Note Dontrî prakōp, Phisët Sangsuwan, Bangkok,
2001. FEATURE FILM.


Tongpan. 1976. DOCUMENTARY.

Tongpan. 1979. DOCUMENTARY.


Triumph Over Terror. 1999: DOCUMENTARY


Two Faces of Thailand: A Musical Portrait. Directed by Jeremy Marre, Harcourt Films,

_Unhuman_. Directed by Thokranong Srichua, Right Beyond Films, Software Supplies International Co., Ltd and Winson Entertainment Distribution Ltd. Hong Kong: Distributed by Winson Entertainment, n.d. FEATURE FILM.


_What Harm is it to be a Woman?_ Anonymous Milwaukee, WI: Religious Consultation on Population, Reproductive Health and Ethics, 2007. DOCUMENTARY.


Timor Leste

_Babadók: A Unique Traditional Drum from Timor Leste_. Directed by UNESCO. Jakarta: UNESCO Jakarta Office, Culture Unit, 2006. DOCUMENTARY.


_The Diplomat_. Directed by Jose Ramos-Horta, Tom Zubrycki, Sally Browning, et al.

E

G

I

J

L
A License to Kill. Directed by Mark Davis, Australian Broadcasting Corporation and East Timor Action Network/US. Australian Broadcasting Corporation, 1999. DOCUMENTARY.

P

S

Vietnam

A


Between Worlds. Directed by Shawn Hainsworth, Thi Hiep Le and University of California. Berkeley, Calif.: University of California, Extension Media Center, 1999. DOCUMENTARY.


C


Cold War. Directed by Andrew Barrow and Ohio University. 2009. DOCUMENTARY.


DOCUMENTARY.


Go Tell the Spartans. Directed by Ted Post, Allan F. Bodoh, Mitchell Cannold, Wendell Mayes, Daniel Ford and Spartan Film Partners, Ltd. Stamford, Ct.: Vestron Video,
1986; 1977. FEATURE FILM.


**H**


*Hearts and Minds.* Columbia, 1974. DOCUMENTARY.

*Hearts and Minds.* Directed by Bert Schneider, Peter Davis, BBS Productions, Inc Rainbow Pictures and MPI Home Video. MPI Home Video, 1991. DOCUMENTARY.


**I**


*Inside the Cold War.* Directed by David Frost, Bruce D. Johnson, Jean-Pierre Isbouts, et
In the Year of the Pig. Directed by Emile De Antonio and Home Vision Entertainment. United States: Home Vision Entertainment, 2005; 1968. DOCUMENTARY.

Jacob's Ladder. Directed by Tim Robbins, Elizabeth Pena, Danny Aiello, Adrian Lyne, Bruce Joel Rubin and Carolco Pictures Inc. Santa Monica, Calif.: Artisan Entertainment, 1998; 1990. FEATURE FILM.


Kent State. Directed by Chris Triffo, David Mucci, History Television, Learning Channel, Partners in Motion and Single Spark Pictures. Single Park i.e., Spark Pictures, 2009; 2000. DOCUMENTARY.


Little Dieter needs to fly. Directed by Werner Herzog. Germany: Café Productions for ZDF, ZDF Enterprises, and BBC, 1998. DOCUMENTARY.


Maya Lin. Directed by Freida Lee Mock, Terry Sanders, Maya Ying Lin, et al. Santa Monica, Ca.: Sanders & Mock Production, 1995. DOCUMENTARY.


McKinley and American Imperialism. 1970. DOCUMENTARY.


O
Oacbha. Directed by Merle Grace Kearns, Ohio and Ohio Government Telecommunications. 2006. DOCUMENTARY.

P
Peace Stories. 1991:. DOCUMENTARY.


People’s Century 1900-1999. 1999. DOCUMENTARY.


Q

R


S
Sad Song of the Yellow Skin 1970. DOCUMENTARY.


Teaching the Lessons of the Vietnam War 1989. DOCUMENTARY.


Three Seasons. Directed by Harvey Keitel, Tony Bui, October Films and Open City Films. United States: October Films, 1999. FEATURE FILM.


Vietnam. Anonymous Oak Forest, Ill.: MPI Home Video, 1986. DOCUMENTARY.


Vietnam Requiem 1982. DOCUMENTARY.


Vietnam Heroes. Directed by Beau Westover, George Alcock, Medal of Honor Project

*Vietnam History.* Directed by Sandra Fulloon. French Forest, NSW, Australia: Classroom Video, 1996. DOCUMENTARY.


*Viet Nam Water Puppetry.* Directed by NHK. Japan: Nhk, 2002. DOCUMENTARY.


*Vũt sóng [Journey from the fall].* Directed by Ham Tran. United States: ImaginAsian Home Entertainment, 2007. FEATURE FILM.


Y


General SEA

A


Asian Insight 1988. DOCUMENTARY.


C


E


F


J


Mainland Southeast Asia 1970. DOCUMENTARY.


People of the Rainforest. Directed by Andrew Schlessinger, Steve Curwood, ERI Communications and Schlessinger Video Productions. Bala Cynwyd, Pa.: Schlessinger Video Productions, 1996. DOCUMENTARY.


